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Keene State College
Music Department
COVID-19 Reopening Summary
Fall 2020
INTRODUCTION
All KSC Music students, faculty, staff, and guest artists will adhere to the College’s COVID-19
Reopening Conditions:
Fall Campus Return 2020
Keene State College Fall 2020 COVID-19 Risk Mitigation and Management Plan
This is the full plan with all supporting appendices.
In addition, Music has made department-specific distinctions for the Fall 2020 reopening. As
additional research becomes available and CDC and state guidelines evolve, Music will adjust
instructional models and procedures as appropriate to put the health and safety of students,
faculty and staff at the forefront of instruction.
Procedures listed below were in consideration of recommendations from the National
Federation of State High School Associations, National Association for Music Education,
American Choral Directors Association, COVID-19 Governor’s Economic Reopening Taskforce,
and the NH Music Education Guidance Document prepared by the NH Music Educators
Coalition (NHMEA, NHACDA, NHASTA, NHBDA).
Course Instructional Delivery:
Students can view instructional mode of delivery by logging in to Self-Service, viewing their
schedule, or searching for classes. For additional information on accessing courses online, go
here: https://www.keene.edu/featured/fallcourses/
Applied Lessons:
The Music Department intends to deliver in-person, distanced instruction for string, guitar,
piano, composition, and percussion applied lessons. These 1:1 applied lessons can be facilitated
in music faculty offices, Alumni Recital Hall, ARTS 122 (2 piano room), ARTS 116 (percussion
studio) or other available classrooms in compliance with mask usage, appropriate cleaning, and
all COVID-19 distancing guidelines. Hybrid and online string, guitar, piano, composition, and
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percussion lessons will be available to students at the discretion of the applied music faculty
member.
A hybrid approach will be used to facilitate voice, brass, and woodwind applied lessons. Applied
teachers can facilitate in-person meetings with students to include activities not related to
active singing or playing (i.e. pedagogical discussions, review of students’ performance
recordings, repertoire selection, technical and expressive elements, and other performance
goal setting to support skill development). Meeting in person, from a distance, will allow
applied music faculty to maintain a safe instructional approach and develop positive teacherstudent rapport in the studio setting, which is critical to retaining music students.
For the singing and playing aspects of these applied lessons, music faculty will facilitate
instruction using Zoom or other online video conference technology with the student in a
separate room (i.e. practice module, dormitory, or student apartment) to avoid possible
aerosolized virus spray and COVID-19 transmission. Adjunct music faculty who do not have
access to an individual faculty office can reserve a classroom (i.e. ARTS 101, 105, 112, 115, 118,
120, 121, 122) for in-person instruction and adhere to appropriate distancing (i.e. 16 feet apart
for voice, wind, brass players) for 1:1 applied lessons.
Any school-owned stringed instrument shared among students should not be used within 3
days of another using it according to NAMM guidelines. All students and faculty who own a
musical instrument will be required to purchase appropriate instrument coverings to minimize
aerosolized particle spray. The Music Department will purchase appropriate coverings for
school-owned instruments, which can be used for applied lessons, ensembles or instrument
methods courses.
Examples of Instrument Coverings:
Flute shields:
https://www.fluteairshield.com/fluteshields
DIY flute sock tutorial:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7if6TMZy5OM
Commercially available brass/reed instrument mouthpiece masks & bell covers:
https://www.directorsassistant.com/ppe
http://www.moistureguard.co.uk
DIY brass/reed instrument bell covers tutorial:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoaarM_CHcU
Commercially available mouthpiece masks (potentially could work for reed players):
https://www.directorsassistant.com/ppe
DIY double-fold overlapping mask for brass and woodwind players:
http://www.unitedsound.org/mask
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*** Students who opt for DIY bell covers must use at least two layers of 80-denier nylon
fabric.
As additional research becomes available and CDC and state guidelines evolve, Music will adjust
instructional models as appropriate to put the health and safety of students, faculty and staff at
the forefront of instruction.
Rehearsals for Performance Ensembles:
Music will comply with COVID-19 classroom and performing space capacity guidelines for music
rehearsals and instruction. Ensembles composed of string, guitar, piano and percussion
students will be set up at a minimum of 8-10 foot distancing and will wear masks in appropriate
classroom spaces. We will prioritize small group, sectional, and chamber ensemble instruction.
(*NOTE: While some research indicates a closer spacing, current NH Department of Education
guidelines indicate 8-10 foot distancing)
For ensembles involving vocalists, brass and woodwind players, Music will accommodate for
additional measures and increased spacing. Music is committed to delivering chamber and
large ensemble instruction in person with small groups, using a hybrid model or remote
learning as needed.
For example, Concert Band, Jazz Ensemble, and Orchestra have each been assigned three
separate rehearsal spaces during regular rehearsal times. These spaces, combined with utilizing
practice modules and outdoor rehearsal spaces, will allow these ensembles to rehearse in small
group sectionals at appropriate distances. All vocal/choral ensembles will meet in the Recital
Hall and have access to a secondary rehearsal space as needed. Choral rehearsals and
performances will be outside when possible. Chamber ensembles have been assigned to larger
rehearsal spaces that will allow for a minimum of 10-12 foot distancing between players.
Directors will implement hybrid instruction to supplement in person instruction when
appropriate for skill assessment and performance video recordings.
Protocols for KSC Choirs:
● Students who opt for online-only instruction will not be eligible to enroll in Concert
Choir, Chamber Singers, Vocal Consort.
● Students may enroll in MU-270-01 Opera Workshop online.
● Adhere to the College’s COVID-19 Reopening Conditions.
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● All choral ensembles will be offered in a hybrid instructional format. Modes of
instruction will be re-evaluated in accordance with CDC, state, and College guidelines.
● All must sing with a mask. Singer’s masks will be provided to students enrolled through
a grant provided to the Music Department.
● Rehearse outside when possible (i.e. two roofed areas outside of Redfern entrances).
Outdoor and virtual performances will be scheduled during Fall 2020. Redfern Outdoor
space near ARTS 112 can be reserved on 25Live using Arts*Riverview. Outdoor space
near ARTS 101 can be reserved using Arts*Portico.
● Indoor rehearsals will take place in the Alumni Recital Hall and Arts 112.
○ Use staggered entrance and exit of the rehearsal space.
○ Directors are encouraged to reserve outdoor rehearsal spaces in 25Live
○ An electronic keyboard on wheels with an amp is available for outside rehearsals
and will be stored in ARTS 113 (choral library).
○ Extra chairs and stands on racks will be stored in ARTS 121 (Student lounge).
● Singers will maintain a minimum of 10-12 foot distancing when engaged in singing
activities both inside and outside (See ARH seating chart)
● Singers will maintain a minimum of 6 foot distancing when engaged in non-singing
activities in the rehearsal
● Indoor rehearsals will include no more than 30 minutes of active singing. After that
time, the rehearsal should move outside for a minimum of 20 minutes to allow for the
HVAC system to clear the aerosolized particles in the air. Another option is to shift the
rehearsal to a remote-learning activity.
● Outdoor rehearsals should allow for a break after 30 minutes of active singing.
● Singers will be asked to complete tasks and submit them to Canvas to demonstrate
competency, rehearsal preparation, or in contribution to a performance video.
● Outdoor and virtual performances will be scheduled during Fall 2020.
● The College has verified that airflow rates in the Redfern meet or exceed industry
guidelines and recommendations by ACDA. Outside air will be circulated throughout the
building to maximize CFM rates. This will mean the air will not be conditioned or recirculated and building temperature may become uncomfortable at times.
Protocols for KSC Instrumental Ensembles (Chamber and Large):
● Adhere to the College’s COVID-19 Reopening Conditions.
● Instrumental ensembles involving wind and wind players will be offered in a hybrid
instructional format. Instrumental ensembles involving strings, piano, and percussiononly may be offered as full in-person format. Modes of instruction will be re-evaluated
in accordance with CDC, state, and College guidelines.
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● All faculty and students must wear a mask during rehearsal. Wind and brass players will
play instruments wearing a face mask with a slit when possible. If this is not possible,
players should replace the mask prior to speaking in the rehearsal.
● All students who own a musical instrument will be required to purchase appropriate
instrument coverings to minimize aerosolized particle spray. The Music Department will
purchase appropriate coverings for school-owned instruments, which can be used for
applied lessons, ensembles or instrument methods courses. (see above for examples of
instrument coverings)
● Large ensemble rehearsals will take place in multiple rehearsal spaces in small groups.
○ Use staggered entrance and exit of the rehearsal space.
○ Directors are encouraged to reserve outdoor rehearsal spaces in 25Live
○ An electronic keyboard on wheels with an amp is available for outside rehearsals
and will be stored in ARTS 113 (choral library).
○ Extra chairs and stands on racks will be stored in ARTS 121 (Student lounge).
● Chamber ensembles will rehearse outside when possible (i.e. two roofed areas outside
of Redfern entrances). Outside rehearsals are most feasible for instruments less affected
by variations in temperature and humidity. Strings and woodwind chamber ensembles
will be given priority for indoor spaces when the outside conditions are prohibitive.
● Wind and brass Instrumentalists will maintain a minimum of 12-16 foot distancing when
engaged in playing activities both inside and outside. Trombonists will need an
additional 3 feet front-to-back during rehearsals (9 feet in front, 6 feet in back).
● Players will maintain a minimum of 6 foot distancing when engaged in non-playing
activities in the rehearsal.
● Indoor rehearsals will include no more than 30 minutes of active playing. After that
time, the rehearsal space should be cleared for a minimum of 20 minutes to allow for
the HVAC system to clear the aerosolized particles in the air. At that time, directors may
opt to move the rehearsal outdoors, give the players a break, or shift the rehearsal to a
remote-learning activity.
● Directors may ask students to complete tasks and submit them to Canvas to
demonstrate competency, rehearsal preparation, or in contribution to a performance
video.
● Outdoor and virtual performances will be scheduled during Fall 2020. Redfern Outdoor
space near ARTS 112 can be reserved on 25Live using Arts*Riverview. Outdoor space
near ARTS 101 can be reserved using Arts*Portico.
● Students who opt for online-only instruction will need to seek permission from directors
to enroll in chamber or large ensembles. In some cases, online-only enrollment will not
be possible.
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● For those instrumentalists whose instruments collect spit/condensation that must be
emptied, spit valves must not be emptied on the floor. Rather, these players should use a
washable cloth, pad, or similar to catch the contents of the spit valve. Cloths, pads, etc.
must be washed between each rehearsal or practice session. It is recommended that each
of these instrumentalists keep several cloths, pads, etc. in rotation.
● The College has verified that airflow rates in the Redfern meet or exceed industry
guidelines and recommendations by ACDA. Outside air will be circulated throughout the
building to maximize CFM rates. This will mean the air will not be conditioned or recirculated and building temperature may become uncomfortable at times.
Again, as additional research becomes available and CDC and state guidelines evolve, Music will
adjust instructional models as appropriate to put the health and safety of students, faculty and
staff at the forefront of instruction.
Practice Modules:
● Occupancy - only one person at a time.
● Students may reserve a 25- or 55-minute time block. 5 minutes between users will be
maintained for additional airflow exchange.
● The Music Office will post module sign up sheets outside of each module by Monday at
8am. Students will reserve modules beginning every Monday to ensure they have space
for applied lessons and individual practice that matches their schedule.
● Students must print their name clearly on the sign out sheet for contact tracing
requirements.
● Users are required to sanitize hands upon entering the space.
● Users will clean pianos using Steinway-approved cleaning solution before and after use.
Cleaning supplies will be provided in each practice module. Spray cleaning solution
directly on cloth, then apply to instrument.
● Procedural signs for sanitation will be posted in each module.
● Users will minimize personal belongings brought into these spaces.
● Students must wear a mask at all times when in the practice module.
● Wind and brass players will play instruments wearing a face mask with a slit when
possible in addition to using recommended instrument coverings to minimize
aerosolized particles.
● There are no windows in the practice modules. The cubic feet per minute (CFM), or
airflow exchange rate is typically every 2-4 minutes depending on the size of the
module. In response to increasing airflow exchange, the fans will be set to run
constantly, which will keep the airflow continually changing.
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Music Classroom Capacity:
The College has assigned a reduced room capacity to comply with 6+ foot distancing measures.
ARTS 101, 112, 115, 118, 120 classrooms have been marked with appropriate distancing.
All 2nd floor Music faculty offices will have a capacity of 2 people total (faculty member + 1
student).
ARTS 101 = 19 plus instructor
ARTS 102 = 4 total
ARTS 103 = 2 total
ARTS 104 = 2 total
ARTS 105 = 3 total
ARTS 112 = 15 plus instructor
ARTS 115 = 9 plus instructor (* see seating chart below)
ARTS 118 = 10 plus instructor (* Zoom enhanced classroom)
ARTS 120 = 7 plus instructor
ARTS 121 = 2 total (* this was the Student Lounge, but it will be used for instruction this year)
ARTS 122 = 4 plus instructor
Putnum Theatre = 28 total
Harry Davis Room = 7 total
Redfern 2nd floor lobby = 74 total
Alumni Recital Hall = 50 in audience plus instructor (14 on stage @ 6ft apart; 4 on stage @ 16 ft
apart)
Main Theatre = Audience: 70 with stage use (Tech supported performance); 100 for lecture
/ panel, Stage capacity: 16 Onstage, 4 Off Stage Left, 4 Off Stage Right
8-10 foot distancing for Vocalists, Wind & Brass players (updated 10-20-2020):

The Redfern staff marked the rooms using an orange square of tape to show the 10’ spacing.
The room capacities at 10’ are as follows:
101 - 9 players/singers
112 - 12 players/singers
118 - 8 players/singers
120 - 6 players/singers
HDR - 7 players/singers
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ARH - 8 players/singers

Outdoor Classrooms:
Two outside classrooms are reservable through 25Live:
Outside of Redfern near ARTS 112 - reserve as: Arts*Riverview
Space markers at 10 feet apart. Please adjust participant distancing according to
guidelines.

Outside of Redfern near ARTS 101 - reserve as: Arts*Portico
Space markers at 10 feet apart. Please adjust participant distancing according to
guidelines.
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Guidelines for Music Classrooms:
● General guidelines for music classrooms
○ All users sanitize hands upon entry.
○ Students use a staggered entrance in order to maintain distancing.
○ Faculty member uses Steinway-approved cleaning solution before and after
piano use
○ Faculty bring own dry erase markers & eraser (* supply in Music closet)
○ Minimize stored equipment/instruments in each room to maximize capacity.
○ Chairs and music stands will be marked for location in classrooms.
● ARTS 115 ○ Students will clean electronic keyboards before and after each use
○ Students are required to provide their own head phones, ear buds for use with
the electronic keyboards (NOTE* need ⅛ size jack or ⅛ to ¼ adapter)
○ Students will be assigned to workstations marked in WHITE (2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13,
14, 15, and 16)
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(Instructor station here)
Instrument & Repertoire Storage Rooms:
● ARTS 108A ○ All users sanitize hands upon entry
○ Only assigned student workers will be able to work in this space
○ Must maintain 6 foot+ spacing at all times
○ Limited to 1-2 people at a time
○ Minimize personal belongings brought into this space
○ Extra chairs and music stands will be stored in this room and available for music
faculty for outside rehearsals
● ARTS 108B ○ All users sanitize hands upon entry
○ Must maintain 6 foot+ spacing at all times
○ Limited to 1-2 people at a time
○ Minimize personal belongings brought into this space
● ARTS 113 (Choral Library)
○ All users sanitize hands upon entry
○ Limited to one person at a time
○ Open door to increase circulation of air
○ Minimize personal belongings brought into this space
Alumni Recital Hall:
● Recording booth ○ All users sanitize hands upon entry
○ Limited to one person at a time
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○ Minimize personal belongings brought into this space
○ Faculty who use the voice projection headsets will sanitize them before and after
each use. There will be a sanitizing station set up in the ARH.
○ Additional protocols outlined in the Redfern re-opening document below
● Faculty need to have a 9 foot distance from their position to the first row of students. If
a faculty member opts to teach from the ARH stage, then students can be seated as
close as row BB. If a faculty member wishes to teach from the floor level, students
should be seated no closer than row A in order to meet the 9 foot distancing
requirement.
● Seating Charts by class time and distance [see next page]
● Use Seating Chart A for classes that meet at 8am, 12pm, 4pm
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● Use Seating Chart B for classes that meet at 10am, 2pm, 6pm-on
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* Classes and rehearsals can also use the 12ft seating chart to achieve greater distancing
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* Classes and rehearsals can also use the 16ft seating chart to achieve greater distancing

16 FT Spacing
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● Main Theatre seating -
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Redfern Arts Center Guiding Language on Performances
(Click link above for updates)

Redfern Arts Center Re-Opening document:
Click here to read the Redfern Arts Center Re-Opening document
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